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Abstract. This workshopis intended for CSCL researchers and/or their technologists who are
interested in designing and then actually creating rich, interactive learning materials in a
technology-enhanced environment. The workshop will present the work of two complementary
approaches to the design of environments for collaborative, productive and open ended learning,
such as collaborative inquiry learning and learning by design. Participants bring in their own
issues and work on the design of learning environments in a hands-on experience.

Theme and goals
This workshop offers participants the chance for hands-on experience with two recent authoring frameworks for
technology-enhanced CSCL activities. We will describe how to adopt these environments as sustainable research
platforms, and discuss the vision of a community of developers. We address the issues of interoperability, re-use,
open source and open content, as well as recent trends toward standardization (e.g., SCORM or IMS/LD). We invite
participants to bring with them: A description of a CSCL activity that they would like to develop; a specific CSCL
tool or technology that they would like to integrate within a larger framework; an idea for a new tool or feature that
they would like to create; research questions they would like to address. We will discuss key issues and present
demonstrations in the morning, followed by direct hands-on work by individual participants, in consultation with
workshop leaders.
The leaders of this workshop have a wealth of experience in the development of technology frameworks for CSCL
activities. Jim Slotta (2000, 2004) led the design of the WISE learning environment (http://wise.berkeley.edu ) - a
Web-based system that allows researchers to develop interactive inquiry projects, delivers the content to students,
collects all data, and supports teachers as they implement the materials in their classrooms. Numerous research labs
now use WISE as a research platform for the development and delivery of experimental materials. Wouter Van
Joolingen and his colleagues (van Joolingen & de Jong, 2003; van Joolingen, de Jong, Lazonder, Savelsbergh, &
Manlove, 2005) have developed Simquest (http://www.simquest.nl ), which guides learners through a structured
inquiry process, and more recently, Co-Lab (Collaborative Laboratories - http://www.co-lab.nl ), which allows
learners to collaboratively set up a study of the climate in a greenhouse, design experiments, process the data from
these experiments, develop models and theories, and report about their work. Turadg Aleahmad (Slotta &
Aleahmad, in press) has led the design of the new Scalable Architecture for Interactive Learning (SAIL,
http://sail.sourceforge.net ), a framework for developing pedagogical software, and Pas, an application suite for
collaborative inquiry learning. We will demonstrate our latest innovations, discuss the most pressing topics related
to technology frameworks, and consult with participants to help them take forward strides in developing their own
materials or make decisions about research platforms.
This new generation of open software allows a greater degree of innovation and enables a wider range of
pedagogical scenarios (Slotta & Aleahmad, in press). SAIL is Java component framework that enabled the rapid
development of Pas, which like WISE includes everything required for researchers to adopt as a stand alone research
platform. All SAIL-based objects can be shared amongst any SAIL-based platform, allowing the development of an
exchange community. The hope is that this will encourage a community of open source development, enabling rapid
evolution and exchange amongst researchers. Another framework is CIEL: Collaborative Inquiry and Experiential
Learning (http://www.cielproject.eu ), which enables collaborative real time environments to interoperate with other
learning technologies.
These resources are available to CSCL researchers right now. Indeed, most labs that were using the WISE system
are now adopting their own SAIL-based platforms, and will go forward with separate but interoperable systems.

CIEL has enabled the integration of the Co-Lab software with a suite of tools called Cool Modes developed by
researchers in Duisburg-EssenUniversity (Pinkwart, 2003; Pinkwart, Hoppe, Bollen, & Fuhlrott, 2002). The goal of
this workshop is to offer such resources to the wider community, discuss a range of issues including interoperability,
scalability and sustainability, and engage participants in hands on design and authoring activities.

Outcomes and contributions
·
·
·

·

In advance of the workshop, each participant will complete a wiki template concerning: their topic of
research; specific scenarios concerning the kinds of learning materials or tools they would like to develop;
their questions with regard to interoperability; their personal goals for the workshop.
In advance of the workshop, these participant submissions will by synthesis by the leaders into a small
number of discussion categories for the workshop. This and the discussion at the workshop will remain in
the wiki for future reference and discussion.
We will offer each participant open access to all the technology, including them in a community
(ENCORE, http://www.encorewiki.org ) that will provide ongoing support. We hope for participants who
have the intention of adopting these systems, and will work with them to develop a clear understanding of
their next steps, as well as a sense of active membership in a community of peers.
For each participant, the workshop will contribute distinct, individuated progress in their thinking about the
design, development and implementation of CSCL activities using these new frameworks.

Format
·
·

·
·

Designed for 5-20 participants.
In the morning, we will have introductions, demos and discussion. One goal of discussion is to address
common issues relating to technology frameworks (e.g., standards, re-use, learning content management,
etc). Another is to develop shared views on the architectures for collaborative inquiry learning, expressed in
a shared collection/classification of learning objects and tools. We would also review the ideas from the
pre-workshop wiki, examining the scenarios of inquiry learning, etc.
In the afternoon there will be hands-on authoring, design, and question and answer consultation, giving
each participant a direct experience of progress, including "next steps" for their participation.
The workshop will conclude with a synthesis discussion and presentation of ENCORE.
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